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This report details the findings of the Camp2Congregation 2019 Summer Staff surveys.
The Camp2Congregation Project, generously funded by Lilly Endowment, Inc., is a multi-dimensional
study examining the impacts of Christian traveling day camp programs on congregations, families, and
young leaders in the church. Major findings and project outline are available at
www.camp2congregation.com. The study centered on SpringHill, a large Christian camping organization
with overnight sites in Michigan and Indiana. Because of the prevalence of traveling day camp programs
at Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (ELCA) camps, a cohort of four ELCA-affiliated camps serving
in the geographical reach of SpringHill was recruited to compare and contrast programs/outcomes.
These four camping organizations included Ewalu Camp and Retreat Center (IA), Crossways Camping
Ministries (WI), Living Water Ministries (MI), and Lutheran Outdoor Ministries of Indiana-Kentucky (IN).
The summer staff survey was designed to assess impacts on the young leaders serving on camp staff. Staff
members from each of the five participating camps completed a pre-summer survey upon arrival at camp
at the beginning of the summer (May or June 2019). They were also encouraged to complete a postsummer survey on the day of departure from camp at the end of the summer. Distribution of the postsummer survey was delayed for some participants, so some were encouraged to complete the survey in
the two weeks following departure from camp. Staff provided an anonymous code that allowed the two
surveys to be matched. Questions in the surveys were developed to measure outcomes of the summer
staff experience, quality of the experience, and differences between day camp and residential staff.
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General Observations:
•

There was a large drop-off in responses from the beginning to the end of the summer, both at
SpringHill and the Lutheran sites. This greatly impacts our ability to track change over time. Some
findings are non-significant because the number of matched surveys was lower than expected. The
difficulty in collecting end-of-summer responses may be related to staff burn-out/exhaustion,
which was an important theme in the survey.

•

A large majority (about three-quarters) of summer staff members grew up as regular church
attendees (at least multiple times per month throughout grade school). Most participated in
regular religious practices (e.g. personal prayer, Bible reading, and family prayer), and faith
conversations in the home were normal (Figures 1 and 2).

•

The vast majority of staff entered the summer with very high measurements of belief, leaving very
little room for measured growth (Figure 5). Staff were also highly motivated to grow in their
personal faith during the summer (Figure 6 and page 8).

Staff Experience and Outcomes
•

Most staff members indicated very positive experiences. Open-ended responses were overwhelmingly
positive (pages 18-19), and large majorities agreed (Figure 13) that they got along with fellow staff
members (94%) and felt supported by supervisors (84%). Most also indicated that camp felt like home
to them (85% agreed).

•

The experience of working on staff was also very impactful to these respondents: 97% of returning
staff agreed at the beginning of the summer that their previous experiences at camp had a significant
impact on their lives (Figure 7). At the end of the summer, 92% of staff agreed that the experience that
summer had a significant impact on their lives, 90% agreed they were strengthened in their faith, and
91% agreed they grew in self-confidence (Figure 14). Interestingly, many of these impacts were
difficult to measure from the beginning of camp to end of camp because of differing camp experiences
(Tables 1 and 2), so most items showed no significant changes.

•

Leadership ability was the clearest item of overall growth among participating staff. In addition to
98% of staff agreeing that they grew in leadership abilities (Figure 14), the item “I feel confident in my
ability to be a leader” was the only item to show significant positive growth from the beginning to end
of summer across all camps and qualities of experience (Table 2). This was also a major theme in the
open-ended responses (Page 18).

•

Day camp staff members showed some important differences with those who served all or most of the
summer at overnight camp. In particular, day camp staff tended to get more sleep on average and felt
more supported by their supervisors. Both of these factors contributed to lower staff burn-out.

Challenges and Potential Growing Areas:
•

Many staff members indicated feeling physically and/or emotionally exhausted or burnt out at the end
of the summer (Figure 10). These staff members were significantly less likely to show growth in
multiple outcomes (particularly related to self-confidence and congregational connection), and many
declined in these measurements during the summer, affecting many of the items in Tables 1 and 2.

•

Several key factors contributed both to decreased exhaustion/burnt-out and increased staff outcomes.
These included getting more sleep each night, increased feelings of agency, greater support (by fellow
staff and supervisors), more effective staff training, and healthy conflict resolution.

•

The experience of serving on summer staff seemed to have a small negative impact on perceptions of
congregational ministries. The decline was most apparent among staff who felt exhausted/burnt-out.
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WHO PARTICIPATED IN THIS SURVEY?
We heard from 615 staff members age 18+
Denomination:
110 respondents were under 18 and disqualified

Response Summary (age 18+):
Pre-Summer

Post-Summer

MATCHED

SpringHill

395

231

125

Crossways

23

16

11

Ewalu

29

18

14

Living Water

24

11

11

LOMIK

25

17

13

Total

496

293

174

# summers on staff prior to 2019
None

50%

One

Three

40%
21%
9%
8%
6%
4%
7%
5%

Other Evangelical (e.g. AOG)
Other Mainline (e.g. UMC)

19 ½

Average age was
, with
15% under 18 and 59% ages 18-20

72% female

23%

Two

Non-denominational
Lutheran
Baptist
Just Christian
Catholic
Presbyterian/Reformed

28% male

75% were enrolled in college full-time in fall 2019

14%
9%

Primary Role on Staff

Four+ 4%

60% had never been a camper at their camp,
while 24% were campers 5 or more times
Over ½ were campers at a different camp:

53%

1 in 4 was never a camper at any Christian camp
9% attended day camp as kids, 72% did VBS

Counselor
57%
Activity
7%
Support 6%

Race/Ethnicity of Staff
Mixed race/other, 3%

Leadership
30%

Asian, 3%
Hispanic, 4%
Black, 5%

72% served on at least one day camp in 2019
37% served on more than 5 day camps in 2019
Of returning staff, 67% had served on day camp

White
85%

At SpringHill, 20% served 5 or fewer weeks
At LOM camps, only 9% served 5 or fewer weeks
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The Faith Lives of Summer Staff members

Summer staff members were asked about their faith lives and practices before coming to camp (pre-summer
survey) and during their time on staff (post-summer survey).
Figure 1: Church Participation in Home Growing Up (pre-summer)

Weekly

Monthly+

A few times per year

Attend Sunday school in K-5 school

67%

Attend worship services in 6-8 grade

70%

Attend worship services in 9-12 grade

71%

Participate in church youth group in high school

•

(Almost) Never
18%

7% 8%

16%

7% 7%

20%

60%

18%

8%

4 5
14%

All told, three-quarters (74%) of staff members were regular church attendees (multiple times per month
or weekly) throughout grade school. Another 10% were uninvolved or infrequently involved before high
school and then became highly engaged. The remaining 16% had infrequent or inconsistent church
engagement during grade school, including 5% that never attended monthly.

Figure 2: Frequency of Religious Practices in Home Growing Up (pre-summer)

Weekly or more

At least monthly

A few times per year

Pray alone

77%

Pray with family at meals
42%

Have conversations with family about God/faith
Read Bible with family

13% 7% 3

64%

Read Bible alone
Pray with family at bedtime

(Almost) Never

27%

45%
25%
17%

9% 11%
22%

21%

18%

8% 9%
11%

16%
9%
16%

58%

22%

50%

Figure 3: Frequency of Religious Practices THIS YEAR (2019) (pre-summer)

Weekly or more

Several times per month

About once a month

Attend worship at church or campus ministry

63%

Participate in a Christian small group or Bible study
Volunteer to serve people in need
Donated money to Christian organization

A few times

47%
21%
7% 11%

17%
22%

19%

22%
37%

(Almost) Never
19%

6% 9% 3

6% 14%

16%

27%

8%
26%

When considering THIS YEAR (2019), 77% of incoming staff members reported praying at least several times per
week (52% prayed daily). 63% of staff reported reading the Bible at least weekly (17% read daily).
•

As a group, summer staff members followed a similar pattern to emerging adults in America, showing a
decrease in church engagement from the high school years to the emerging adult years. However, this
decline was far less pronounced than in the general public. Weekly church attendance dropped from 71%
in high school to 63% in the current year.

•

Personal religious practices, on the other hand, increased among these staff members during their
emerging adult years. Personal prayer showed a modest increase, but personal Bible study increased from
42% reading weekly or more in their home growing up to 63% reporting the same in 2019.
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Figure 4: Frequency of Religious Practices During the Summer (post-summer)

Daily or more

Multiple times per week

About weekly

Personal prayer, on own initiative

58%

Personal Bible reading, on own initiative
Share prayer requests and pray with another person

•

Less than weekly

20%

42%

16%

33%

29%

9% 4

23%

15%

23%

28%

During the summer, personal faith practices increased markedly. Looking only at the 165 staff members
who completed both surveys, those who read their Bible on their own at least several times per week
increased from 32% to 61%. Similarly, those who prayed daily or more increased from 50% to 59%.

At the end of the summer, 90% of staff members agreed that they were strengthened in their personal faith.
Figure 5: Pre-Summer agreement with faith statements (pre-summer)
Strongly Agree

Somewhat agree

I believe that Jesus rose from the dead

95%

4

God created the world

95%

4

The Holy Spirit is active in the world

86%

The Bible is the word of God

86%

Faith in God helps me in my daily life

79%

5 years from now, I plan to be active in a Christian
church/congregation

78%

I have important things to offer the church and the world

13%
10%
19%
14%

64%

33%

I know that I can make friends

68%

26%

I have Christian friends that I can turn to in times of need

67%

27%

I feel confident in my ability to be a leader

55%

Regular worship attendance is important for my faith

64%

I am good at solving problems with a team of people

22%

47%

The Christian Church is a force for good in the world

48%

53%

I like going out of my comfort zone and trying new things

38%

When something bad or frustrating happens, I have trouble
bouncing back and finding joy

5

I am oftentimes unhappy about my life and who I am

4

I oftentimes think that Christianity would be better off without an
organized church

4

Oftentimes, my actions do not align with my beliefs 2
We earn God's love and forgiveness by doing good things

37%

24%
21%
14%
17%

12% 10%

35%
41%
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MOTIVATION for Working at Summer Camp
Figure 6: Importance of certain motivating factors for 1st year staff working at camp (pre-summer)
Extremely important

Very important

Want to impact others for the sake of Christ

67%

I believe this is where God is calling me to serve

65%

Grow in my personal faith

25%
24%

56%

31%

Experience community and make friends

45%

36%

To work with young people

47%

32%

Give to campers what I received in camp experiences

47%

To have fun

39%

A friend or mentor encouraged me to apply

33%

34%

Positive experiences I had as an overnight camper
Positive experiences I had at a Day Camp

17%

30%

24%

16%

7% 4
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

49% of respondents were returning staff members, 40% had been overnight campers, and 9%
had been day campers. 23% had never been a camper at any Christian camp.
Figure 7: Returning Staff Perceptions of Previous Staff Experiences (n=230)

Strongly Agree
My camp experiences have had a significant impact on my
life

82%

Camp feels like home

15%

65%

Camp has helped me, personally, through a difficult time in
my life
My experiences at camp have helped me determine my life
direction and career
I would rather serve at overnight camp than on traveling
day camp staff

27%

51%

30%

48%
38%

I have had many negative experiences at camp

33%
12%

8%
0%

•

Somewhat agree

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

There were no significant differences in agreement between those who served on day camp in
2019 and those who did not in any of the above variables (including “Camp feels like home”), with
the exception of “I would rather serve at overnight camp than on traveling day camp staff.” In this
case, those who did not work on day camp staff were significantly more likely to agree.

Staff Learning Goals/Outcomes:
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The pre-camp survey also included an open-ended question asking incoming staff members what they
hoped to get out of their summer working at camp. 407 staff members answered this question, including
87 Lutheran staff and 320 SpringHill staff. The percentages below do not add up to 100% because many
staff members listed multiple learning goals. The major themes are listed below:
1. Grow in personal faith (51%) – The number one desired outcome, by far, was a hope to grow in
personal faith in God. Staff members expressed this as strengthening/growing/renewing their
faith, growing in their understanding of God, and gaining a stronger relationship with God/Jesus.
This was slightly more prevalent among Lutheran staff (54%) than SpringHill staff (50%).
2. Build relationships/community (35%) – The second-most mentioned outcome was building
relationships with other people. Some staff members expressed this specifically in terms of faith,
saying that they wanted a strong Christian community. Others said more broadly that they hoped
to make new friends, though faith was often implied in their response.
3. Impact others (32%) – About a third of incoming staff members said that what they hoped to get
out of the summer centered at least partially on service to other people. They wanted to have an
impact on others, particularly the campers that would be in their care. Many of their responses
included references to faith, such as wanting to impact others for the sake of Christ or help others
grow in their relationship with God. There was also a common metaphor of hoping to “pour into”
others. For Lutheran staff, this theme was more prevalent than building relationships.
4. Life skills (28%) – Many staff members indicated they were hoping to gain certain life skills. The
most common was leadership skills (17% of the total). Others were hoping to gain skills that
would help them in their careers (especially experience working with kids) or gain skills of
evangelism. SpringHill staff were more likely to indicate wanting to learn new skills (29%) than
Lutheran staff (21%).
5. Personal growth (16%) – In addition to growing in faith, staff members indicating hoping to
grow in other ways, particularly noting a desire to grow in self-confidence and learn more about
themselves. Several indicated a desire to find a place of belonging, and others were hoping to find
mentors or a community that could help hold them accountable.
6. Fun, new experiences (8%) – The desire to have fun and have new experiences showed up as a
minor theme, mentioned by fewer than 8% of incoming staff members. It was much more
prominent among SpringHill staff (9%) than Lutheran staff (2%), though it remained a minor
theme in comparison to the above 5 themes.
Less Common themes: Other themes accounted for 5% or fewer of the comments. They included
desires to explore their calling/career path, find fulfillment/refreshment/rest, have experiences of
God, and work through specific personal struggles.
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THE SUMMER STAFF EXPERIENCE

Many staff members were living busy and stressed lives. In the months leading up to camp, 22% of
incoming staff members reported having thoughts of self-harm at least a few times, including a small
number (6%) that had these thoughts at least monthly.
Much more common were feelings of overwhelming anxiety: 54% of incoming staff members
reported having such feelings at least monthly in 2019, including 18% reporting weekly or more.
Almost as common as anxiety was feeling very down or hopeless: 42% of incoming staff members
reported having such feelings at least monthly in 2019, including 8% reporting weekly or more.
Figure 8: Incoming Staff Member Self-Perception (pre-summer)

Strongly Agree
I am currently finding good balance in my life

31%

I am currently feeling overextended and involved in too
5%
many things
I am unsure what I want to do for a career

11%

I plan to work full-time in a congregation or other churchbased organization

10%

•

Somewhat agree
51%

26%
18%
13%

As a group, these young people were fairly well-grounded and had healthy self-perceptions.
However, almost a third (31%) felt overextended, and a quarter indicated feeling unhappy about
their life and identity (Figure 5).

Figure 9: Average amount of sleep per night during the summer (Post-summer)

Average amount of sleep per night during the summer
< 6 hrs.
7%

6 hrs.
26%

6.5 hrs.
12%

7 hrs.
25%

7.5 hrs.
16%

8+ hrs.
14%

•

While sleep needs vary from person to person, it is generally accepted that college-age young
people need at least 8 hours of sleep per night. Any less than 7 hours per night would generally be
considered sleep deprived. Nearly half (45%) of responding staff members could be considered
sleep deprived in summer 2019, with another quarter borderline at 7 hours per night.

•

Those who reported that they did not serve on day camp at all during the summer got less sleep,
on average, than those who went on at least one day camp. Of those serving on no day camps, 54%
got less than 7 hours of sleep per night, compared with 41% who served on at least one day camp.
Those getting the most sleep were staff members with a mix of on-camp and day camp weeks.

•

Counseling staff got slightly more sleep, on average, than leadership staff. Activity staff got the
least amount of sleep, with two-thirds reporting less than 7 hours per night.

•

Sleep difference between day camp and on camp was most pronounced among leadership staff.
62% of on-camp leadership staff got less than 7 hours per night, compared with only 29% of day
camp leadership.
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Figure 10: End of summer "State of Being": Physical, Emotional, and Spiritual
Burnt Out
Spiritual

Emotional

Physical

2 3%

Burnt Out

7%

6%

Exhausted/Drained

12%

Tired, but not depleted

Fresh/Normal

Fresh/Normal
26%

Exhausted/Drained
24%

Invigorated/Energized

Invigorated/Energized,
57%
Tired, but not depleted
29%

Exhausted/Drained
22%

Fresh/Normal
27%

Tired, but not depleted
46%

Fresh/Normal
20%

13%

6%

•

Staff reported a much higher rate of physical and emotional exhaustion than spiritual exhaustion.
The majority of staff (57%) reported feeling spiritually invigorated or energized at the end of the
summer, though nearly a third (31%) reported feeling emotionally exhausted or burnt out.

•

Considering all three categories, 41% of staff reported being exhausted, drained, or burn-out,
while an equal percentage was fresh or invigorated overall. The remaining 18% fell in between,
reporting tiredness in multiple categories.

•

Physical and emotional state-of-being was directly correlated with sleep, as shown in Figure 11.
Spiritual wellbeing seemed unrelated to sleep, though those with 8 or more hours were more
likely to report feeling spiritually fresh/normal or invigorated/energized.

•

The number of weeks worked also had a significant impact on end-of-summer state-of-being.
Those who worked 4 weeks or fewer were unlikely to feel exhausted or burnt-out physically
(14%) or emotionally (4%). Those who worked 9 or more weeks were much more likely to
experience exhaustion or burn-out physically (36%) or emotionally (36%).

Figure 11: The Relation of Sleep to End-of-Summer Emotional and Physical State of Being

Fresh or Invigorated

Exhausted or Burnt-Out

Emotional State of Being
54%

8 or more hours sleep/night

23%
39%

7 to 7.5 hours/night

30%
37%
34%

Fewer than 7 hours sleep/night

Physical State of Being
8 or more hours sleep/night

41%
18%
29%

7 to 7.5 hours/night
Fewer than 7 hours sleep/night

22%
17%
37%
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Figure 12: Frequency of support and perceptions about being at camp (Post-summer)
(Almost) Always

Often

Sometimes

Rarely or Not at All

I was confident my tasks fit in with the mission of the camp

54%

I felt supported by my fellow summer staff members

53%

I felt supported by leadership staff and supervisors

I was picked on or left out by other staff members
It was difficult to be away from technology

2

4

14%

35%

26%

I felt like I had to hide my true self at camp 2 3

5% 3

32%

47%

I felt like my opinions and input were valued

I was homesick

38%

14%

43%

24%

18%

77%

21%

76%

14%

1

4

7%

81%

2 11%

86%

Figure 13: Summer Staff Experiences during Summer 2019 (Post-summer)
Strongly Agree
The camp experience challenged me physcially, emotionally,
and spiritually

70%

I got along with my fellow summer staff members

59%

[CAMP] feels like home

60%

When I was feeling down, exhausted, or not at my best, other
staff helped and supported me
I felt supported in my personal faith journey by my
supervisors

25%
36%
34%

39%
29%

Conflict among staff was resolved in a healthy manner

31%

•

35%

50%

After staff training, I felt prepared and empowered for my
role this summer

This year wasn't as good as previous summers

26%

53%

I felt like I could express my doubts about God and religion

I received frequent and helpful feedback about my job
performance

Somewhat agree

27%
13%

31%
46%
37%
38%

16%

Those who indicated feeling exhausted/drained or burnt out at the end of the summer were
compared with the rest of staff members on all answers shown in Figures 12 and 13. There were
significant differences in 14 of the 18 survey items. In each case, those reporting exhaustion or
burn-out also reported more negative experiences, on average. For example, 58% agreed that they
felt like they could express doubts about God and religion, compared with 78% of those who did
not report exhaustion or burn-out. Additionally, 31% said they had to hide their true selves at
camp at least sometimes, compared with 18% who did not report exhaustion or burn-out.
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THE IMPACTS OF WORKING ON SUMMER STAFF
Figure 14: Perceptions of the impacts of working on summer staff (post-summer)
Strongly Agree
I grew in my leadership abilities

Somewhat agree
79%

The camp experience this summer has had a significant
impact on my life

19%

68%

24%

I was strengthened in my faith

64%

26%

I feel more confident in myself since the beginning of the
summer

63%

28%

I hope to work at [CAMP] again in the future
My experiences at [CAMP] have helped me determine my life
direction and career

•

55%

27%

34%

44%

A large majority of staff members clearly indicated that their experience working on summer staff
impacted them in multiple ways, including 92% agreeing that the camp experience had a
significant impact on their lives.

In order to get a better idea of staff outcomes, we had staff members answer 23 identical questions on the
pre-summer and post-summer surveys. Comparing their responses to these questions can give us an
indication of the specific areas they showed growth.

Table 1: Faith Commitment Outcomes
n

T1
mean

T2
mean

DM
T2-T1

143
142
142

4.78
4.58
4.61

4.81
4.56
4.67

.035
-.028
.056

142
131

4.39
2.18

4.33
2.41

-.063
.237*

139

4.76

4.73

-.022

143

4.46

4.49

.028

143
141
143
140
142

4.91
4.84
4.76
2.09
4.96

4.91
4.90
4.82
1.96
4.92

.000
.064
.063
-.129
-.035

Faith relevance
Faith in God helps me in my daily life
I have important things to offer the church and the world
I have Christian friends that I can turn to in times of need
Congregational Connection
The Christian Church is a force for good in the world
I oftentimes think that Christianity would be better off
without an organized church
5 years from now, I plan to be active in a Christian
church/congregation
Regular worship attendance is important for my faith
Belief/Theology
God created the world
The Holy Spirit is active in the world
The Bible is the word of God
We earn God’s love and forgiveness by doing good things
I believe that Jesus rose from the dead

Asterisks denote that an item was statistically significant at *p<.05 (moderate), **p<.01 (strong), or ***p<.001 (very strong).

•

Questions related to faith showed very little change from the beginning of summer to the end of
summer. This was due, in large part, to the very high starting values. This shows the limitations of
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a 5-point Likert scale. Those who responded “strongly agree” on the first survey had no
opportunity for growth in that survey item. For example, 95% of respondents strongly agreed at
the beginning of the summer that God created the world, leaving no room for growth. Especially
for the items related to faith relevance and belief/theology, the most we can say from the above
results is that the high faith of summer staff was maintained.
•

However, items related to congregational connection showed overall decline. The only faithrelated item that showed statistically significant change was “I oftentimes think that Christianity
would be better off without an organized church.” Agreement increased during the summer,
indicating that regard for the organized church decreased among staff members. It is notable that
this change was evident in both on-camp and day camp staff. This was also true for both SpringHill
staff and Lutheran camp staff. Additionally, agreement with the statement “The Christian Church is
a force for good in the world” showed no significant change, though agreement decreased slightly
by the end of the summer.

•

SpringHill staff generally agreed more strongly than Lutheran camp staff with most of the items
related to faith. Both groups showed similar growth/no-growth patterns in the faith variables,
though SpringHill staff showed statistically significant growth in agreement with “the Holy Spirit is
active in the world” (even though they also started with higher agreement). The difference was
most pronounced on the item “Regular worship attendance is important for my faith.” While 94%
of SpringHill staff agreed with this statement at the start of summer, only 59% of Lutheran staff
agreed. While agreement with this statement among SpringHill staff increased during the summer
(though not significantly), agreement decreased among Lutheran staff (also not significantly).

•

Interestingly, one theological item that tends to separate Evangelicalism from Mainline
Christianity showed an unexpected result. A larger percentage of Lutheran staff (33%) agreed
with, “We earn God’s love and forgiveness by doing good things” than SpringHill staff (19%).

Table 2: Confidence, Character, and Life Direction Outcomes
n
I like going out of my comfort zone and trying new things
Oftentimes, my actions do not align with my beliefs
I am good at solving problems with a team of people
When something bad or frustrating happens, I have trouble
bouncing back and finding joy
I feel confident in my ability to be a leader
I know that I can make friends
I am oftentimes unhappy about my life and who I am
I am currently feeling overextended and involved in too
many things
I am currently finding good balance in my life between
relationships, school, job, etc.
I am unsure what I want to do for a career
I plan to work full-time in a congregation or other Christian
ministry

143
136
143
142

T1
mean
4.03
2.15
4.48
2.54

T2
mean
4.10
2.08
4.51
2.53

DM
T2-T1
.077
-.066
.035
-.014

139
144
142
152

4.42
4.58
2.48
2.67

4.61
4.59
2.35
2.86

.187**
.014
-.127
.191+

148

4.14

3.93

-.209*

154
126

2.56
2.71

2.64
2.67

.078
-.048

Notations denote that an item was statistically significant at +p<.10 (weak), *p<.05 (moderate), or **p<.01 (strong).

•

Items related to confidence, character, and life direction showed little change during the summer,
though there was more measurable change than in the faith commitment outcomes. All items
related to confidence and character showed positive trajectories, though most were not

significantly different. The negatively worded survey items showed negative trajectories,
indicating positive outcomes. For example, agreement with “I am oftentimes unhappy about my
life and who I am” decreased during the summer, indicating that staff members had moderately
more positive self-understanding, though the change was not statistically significant.
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•

The item that showed the most consistent and greatest change during the summer was, “I feel
confident in my ability to be a leader.” This significant change was present for SpringHill staff,
Lutheran camp staff, day camp staff, and overnight camp staff.

•

In contrast to confidence and character, the four items related to life direction and state of being
showed negative tendencies. Staff reported feeling more overextended at the end of summer than
at the beginning, and they agreed less that they were finding good balance in life. This is closely
related to the high percentage of staff reporting that they were exhausted or burnt out.

•

There was little-to-no measurable change in career plans, though it is interesting that, at the end
of the summer in comparison with the beginning, staff members agreed slightly more, on average,
that they were unsure what they wanted to do for a career and slightly less that they planned to
work in Christian ministry. This is surprising, since 78% of respondents agreed that their
experiences at camp helped them determine their life direction and career (Figure 15).

Factors that Impacted Staff Outcomes
•

Variables Correlated with Growth: Six questions on the post-summer survey asked directly
about staff growth during the summer. These are shown above in Figure 15. There were
multiple variables that had a significant positive correlation with all 6 of these growth
variables. These are listed below in descending order of the strength of average correlation
with the six growth variables (most significant at top):
o I felt like I could express my doubts about God and religion (.334)
o I felt like my opinions and input were valued (.286)
o I was confident that my specific tasks fit in with the mission of [CAMP] (.271)
o When I was feeling down, exhausted, or not at my best, other staff members helped and
supported me (.270)
o I felt supported by leadership staff and supervisors (.263)
o After staff training, I felt prepared and empowered for my role at [CAMP] (.261)
o Conflict among staff was resolved in a healthy manner (.247)
o I felt like I had to hide my true self at camp (negatively correlated) (-.220)
From this list, there appear to be four major themes related to staff growth. The most
significant (related to the top 3 items) is agency. Staff members perceived growth when they
felt like they mattered, were valued, and contributed meaningfully. Second (related to the next
two items) is support. Staff members perceived growth when they felt supported by
leadership and fellow staff members. Third is training. Fourth is conflict resolution.

•

Exhaustion/Burn-Out: The most significant factor impacting staff growth was exhaustion or
burnt-out at the end of the summer. Those who indicated exhaustion or burn-out showed
significantly less favorable change than those who indicated they were tired, fresh, or
invigorated. Those indicating exhaustion/burn-out declined in numerous outcome
measurements during the course of the summer. The only measurement in which they showed
significant positive growth was, “I feel confident in my ability to be a leader.”

o Congregation connection decline: Those indicating exhaustion/burn-out showed a
significant increase in agreement with “I oftentimes think that Christianity would be
better off without an organized church” and significant decrease in agreement with
“The Christian Church is a force for good in the world.” In short, their regard for
organized Christianity degraded during the summer. In contrast, staff who did not
indicate exhaustion/burn-out showed no significant change in these measurements,
and agreement with “The Christian Church is a force for good in the world” showed a
small positive trajectory.
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o Decline in confidence: The greatest difference between the two groups was with their
change in agreement with “I know that I can make friends.” Those indicating
exhaustion/burn-out showed significant decline in their agreement with this statement
by the end of the summer, while those not indicating exhaustion/burn-out showed
significant increase in agreement. The item “I like going out of my comfort zone and
trying new things” showed a similar trend. Those indicating exhaustion/burn out
showed overall decline in agreement (though non-significant), while those not
indicating exhaustion/burn-out showed significant increase in agreement.
Figure 15: Impact of End-of-Summer Exhaustion/Burn-out on Staff Perceptions (% indicate "Strongly Agree")

Tired, Fresh, or Invigorated

Exhausted or Burnt-Out
80%
76%

I grew in my leadership abilities
The camp experience this summer has had a
significant impact on my life
I was strengthened in my personal faith

73%

51%

I got along with fellow summer staff members

70%

43%

I feel more confident in myself since the beginning
of the summer

69%

53%

I hope to work at [CAMP] again in the future

68%

35%

[CAMP] feels like home

68%

51%

When I was feeling down, exhausted, or not at my
best, other staff members helped and supported me

44%

I felt like I could express my doubts about God and
religion

46%

28%

My experiences at [CAMP] have given me greater
clarity on my life direction and career
Conflict among staff was resolved in a healthy
manner

75%

57%

27%
20%

39%
39%

59%

Demographic Differences in Outcomes
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Differences Among Males and Females
There were a few disparities between male and female staff members. Females were significantly more
likely than males to agree with:
•

I was homesick

•

The camp experience challenged me physically and/or emotionally

•

I feel more confident in myself since the beginning of the summer

Males were significantly more likely to agree with:
•

I received frequent and helpful feedback about my job performance

•

I felt like I could express my doubts about God and religion

In terms of outcomes, females tended to show growth in the teamwork outcomes, while males tended to
show decline (neither change was significant). The opposite was true for the integrity outcome (actions
aligning with beliefs). Males tended to show growth, while females tended to show decline.
Differences between SpringHill and Lutheran camp staff
There were a few notable differences between SpringHill staff and Lutheran camp staff. Lutheran camp
staff were significantly more likely to agree, “After staff training, I felt prepared and empowered for my
role at [CAMP] this summer.” They were also more likely to agree with “[CAMP] feels like home.” Both of
these findings make sense intuitively, since staff training for Lutheran camp staff lasted longer than
SpringHill staff training and since all Lutheran camp staff were primarily based at the camp property,
while the majority of SpringHill respondents were day camp staff who were not based at camp.
SpringHill staff agreed significantly more than Lutheran staff with, “Conflict among staff was resolved in a
healthy manner.” One of the Lutheran camps accounts for most of this discrepancy. Staff at Living Water
Ministries was significantly less likely to agree that conflict was resolved in a healthy manner compared
with the other 4 camps.
Differences between First-year staff and Returning staff
•

First-year staff members reported greater frequency of homesickness than returning staff
members (t(145, 119)=-3.509, p<.01). Closely related is that returning staff members agreed more, on
average, with “[CAMP] feels like home” (t(145, 118)=2.433, p<.05).

•

First-year staff members agreed more, on average, than returning staff with “I was strengthened
in my personal faith” (t(145, 120)=-2.365, p<.05).

•

At the beginning of camp, returning staff indicated less regard for the organized Christian Church
than first-year staff. They were less likely to agree that “The Christian Church is a force for good in
the world” (t(209, 220)=-2.854, p<.01) and much more likely to agree, “I oftentimes think that
Christianity would be better off without an organized church” (t(201, 211)=3.543, p<.001).

Differences between Day Camp and Overnight Camp staff
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•

Those who spent at least ¼ of their summer on day camp felt much more supported by their
supervisors. This was especially true among SpringHill staff, but it was also evident among
Lutheran camp staff. Day camp staff reported that they more frequently felt supported by
leadership staff and supervisors (t(118, 147)=-4.333, p<.001) and felt that their opinions and input
were valued (t(116, 147)=-2.449, p<.05). They also agreed significantly more strongly that they felt
supported in their personal faith journey by supervisors (t(118, 148)=-3.470, p<.01) and that they
received frequent and helpful feedback about their job performance (t(118, 146)=-2.701, p<.01).

•

Those who spent at least ¼ of their summer on day camp agreed more strongly that “Conflict
among staff was resolved in a healthy manner (t(209, 220)=-2.976, p<.01). Again, this finding was
statistically significant among SpringHill staff and also evident (though not significantly different)
among Lutheran camp staff.

•

The only camp experience in which those who spent all or almost all of their summer at overnight
camp reported greater frequency than day camp staff was, “It was difficult to be away from
technology” (t(118, 146)=1.988, p<.05). Presumably, this was because day camp staff had access to
their devices, particularly in the evenings, whereas most overnight staff had more limited access.

•

On the pre-summer survey, returning staff who had served on at least one traveling day camp in
the past agreed more strongly than on-camp only staff with, “My experiences at [CAMP] have
given me greater clarity on my life direction and career” (t(53, 174)=-2.955, p<.01).

Staff Perceptions of Camp Takeaways
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The post-camp survey also included an open-ended question asking outgoing staff members the most
important thing they would take away from their summer working at camp. A total of 210 staff members
answered this question, including 165 SpringHill staff and 45 Lutheran staff. The major themes were, in
order of response frequency: growth in faith/trust in God, relationships/friends, developing leadership
skills, developing additional life skills, finding personal joy, and impacting kids.
Theme 1: Growth in Faith
The most frequent primary response about their experiences by summer staff was increased trust in
God (33 responses). One SpringHill staff member stated, “being flexible and trusting God leads you to
bigger and better things!” This increased faith echoed in additional responses about stronger senses of
faith (21 responses). An Ewalu staff member reported, “I think the most important thing I’ll take away
from this summer is the knowledge of my faith and where I am in my faith journey and how my time here
at Ewalu helped me figure it out. I’m going to take away the life lessons that the other staff members have
taught me during my time here.” As a secondary response theme in responses, growth in personal faith
continued to be mentioned 21 more times. This means that these responses had a different primary
theme, but as a secondary component, growth in faith was also described by the staff member.
Theme 2: Community/Friendship
A closely linked component of growth in faith and spiritual life for staff members was finding
community (27 responses) and making new friends (twelve responses) while working as summer staff.
Responses were largely positive about the relationships that people developed with their colleagues,
leaders, and campers. This encounter with positive relationships was prevalent across camps for the
summer staff. One Lutheran respondent explained that they developed, “A renewed perspective on
community and its immense value for myself, all who are in the community, and those to whom the
community can reach out in love and service and being invitational.” Similarly, a SpringHill staff member
summarized, “The community you surround yourself with impacts who you are as a person.” In addition
to the primary responses about finding community, there were seven secondary responses. This
indicates that positive and meaningful relationship building occurred amongst staff was a major impact.
When responses were negative about community and relationships, the five negative responses were
about their colleagues and leadership. All five of these responses came from SpringHill staff and four of
the five described feeling different or having disagreements with another person. These four responses
also included notes of learning and resilience through their challenges with colleagues. One of the five
respondents felt disregarded and excluded throughout their summer. Although these types of responses
were low amongst those who did respond to the summer staff survey, they do indicate a growth area for
SpringHill in dealing with interpersonal staff challenges.
Theme 3: Leadership Skills
Although less prevalent, but still notable, was the skill development amongst staff members. The
development of leadership abilities was a major life skill that summer staff felt they established and
grew at camp (seventeen responses). Staff described the opportunity to grow in leadership skills through
the course of their summer camp experience. One Lutheran staff member stated, “I will take away the
depth of knowledge and skills that I learned to be able to lead in such a different way.” Of these
responses, this was the only Lutheran who responded about leadership growth, whereas the other
sixteen responses were from SpringHill. One SpringHill staff member stated, “My most important thing to
take away would be learning new leadership skills.” Of the life skills developed on staff, leadership was
the most commonly noted.
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Theme 4: Additional Life Skills
Other learning categories amongst staff included the value of camp (three responses), applicable
knowledge (two response), and vocational discernment (two responses). Both a Lutheran and SpringHill
staff member described the value of camp as being a place that is like home for them. The applicable
knowledge descriptions were vague, but indicated pertinence for their lives after camp. For vocation, one
SpringHill staff member learned that they want to work with children. In contrast, one Lutheran staff
member said that they felt “too old” for this type of work. Both types of discernment are important for
personal, vocational understanding. Additional life skills that staff described include interpersonal skills
(five responses), patience (four responses), and resilience (three responses). Working as a summer staff
member presented challenges and learning opportunities that staff appreciated upon reflection. Four of
the five responses about interpersonal skills were from the Lutheran camps. One Lutheran staff member
reported, “I learned many skills and how to work with others. We saw each other in our worst times but
also in our best and I can take away that no matter what we were a community that helped serve
children.” The indication that there were challenges and skill development appear to have been overall
positive for staff members. All four of the patience responses came from SpringHill staff. These
respondents emphasized the importance of patience for their time working at camp. Two of the three
responses about resilience came from Lutheran staff members. One Lutheran staff member stated, “You
have to learn to grow and it’s okay to fall down a bit as long as you get on your feet eventually.” This
sentiment was echoed by the SpringHill respondent who said, “It is ok to fail and it doesn't mean you are
a failure.” The notion of falling or failure was met with rising again and positive self-understanding.
Theme 5: Joy and Positive Self-Understanding
In addition to resilience, joy and a positive self-understanding was commonly reported and important
amongst summer staff in eighteen responses. Fourteen of these eighteen response came from SpringHill
staff members. One person stated, “the most important thing that I have learned this summer is to find
joy every morning. Whether it be the fact you got to wake up in the morning or that you had a hardship
removed from your life. Always find joy in what you do.” The growth in happiness and confidence was
important for many staff members experience and their work on staff seems to have facilitated that
internal development.
Theme 6: Impacting Kids
Finally, summer staff felt strongly that they were impacting kids in sixteen responses. Five of these
responses were from Lutheran staff and the other eleven were from SpringHill staff. One Lutheran staff
member felt, “The power of this ministry and the effect we are capable of having on kids.” Similarly, a
SpringHill staff member reported, “The most important things I will take away from camp are learning
how important positive interactions are for children and others.” Summer staff found a sense of
accomplishment and purpose in their abilities to impact campers through the camp experience that they
were facilitating. This impact on campers was positive and focused on spiritual growth, learning and
development. Furthermore, four responses described being impacted by campers, which was shared
evenly between SpringHill and Lutherans. One SpringHill staff member described a cyclical impact: “The
impact that the kids had on me and how they challenged me to grow in my faith, while they were growing
in theirs.” Similarly, a Lutheran staff member stated, “God works through the campers to transform you.”
Staff were impacted by their work with campers and understood a faith-driven component of these
positive impacts.

